The tennis match and its scoring units, point, game and set have been already analyzed as a Markov chain in different aspects. Some selected results from this rich literature will be mentioned in the paper. We examine a new position, our major problem involves the position of a spectator: in top class tennis, especially in the men's game the predictability of the core unit, the game is too high.
Introduction
Sports statistics improves every day and one can expect only positive results from this process, because it brings the statistical science close to a large new audience, teaching this way an unbiased, fact-based approach of thinking.
A lot of technical innovation is involved in data acquisition for different branches of sports, still, from an analytical point of view, sports statistics matures into its most developed form only, if it is not just a simple counting or aggregating of different elements in sport, but if using these data one can analyze certain aspects of the technical-tactical-strategical triad of a sport competition. Sport statistics has been applied for many different purposes, such as improving betting performance, producing better results for individual players and for teams, finding the weaknesses of the opponent, studying the potential consequences of different modifications to the rules, avoiding injury etc..
In tennis, probably the earliest application of Markov chain belongs to R.W. Schutz (1970) . T.J. Barnett (2002) improves it by calculating conditional probabilities, i.e. determining the chances of winning for a player, starting from a given score line. This can be applied for online betting purposes.
Particularly, the service action is also subject to study by sport-statistical literature. Using and analyzing a large data set, T. Barnett (2008) gives advices to players, how to utilize their capabilities. P. Norton (2002) shows, that the popular statement of "serving with the advantage of new balls" cannot be scientifically justified. Also he compares different Grand Slam surfaces from a service point of view. A set of new rules proposed by ITF (International Tennis Federation) is studied by G. Pollard (2002) , with respect to the length of the match. In his paper we find the valuable for us remark ".. an increase in the percentage of service breaks may not be a bad thing for the game".
Here we come up with this kind of special problem in respect of tennis. It's generally accepted that the crowd's attention and excitement during longer periods of a tennis match is low. The reason is a too high predictability of --not the outcome of the total match--but the outcome of the game within the match. It is not infrequent that the set progresses into six all without a single break game, followed by a decisive tie-break.
In modern tennis, especially in the men's game, with the improvement of the tennis rackets and with the increasing height of players the server has a serious advantage from the beginning of the rally. Increased body height could be a positive factor on the receiver's side as well, but the good dynamic properties of the up to date racket does not help to receive, because there is not enough time to produce a technically clean return shot.
Probably one reason for the overwhelming popularity of football (soccer) is that the weaker team also has a positive, i.e. not negligible, chance to win a game, as good scoring positions, worked out by a team, occur only relatively few times during the 90 minutes. In tennis, the high number of rallies make this event less likely, only a very few times, and only in very even contests does an experienced observer feel that the weaker player has won the match with the aid of Fortuna. Of course there is no need to try to change it, this should be perceived as the very nature of tennis . But let the stronger player win with a less predictable string of score line, reducing the number of games won by the server.
For this purpose we introduce different 'imaginary' rules and study their effect on the game with the aid of mathematical modelling. For our purpose, it is enough to analyze the game. The fact that without the jus-situation the game goes up to four points won by the same player, rather than the set, which goes up to six games, gives us a chance to find polynomial formulas, rather than the more common in the literature algorithmical solution. As a result, now, these polynomial formulas are easier to check and analyze than the alghoritmical solution. Together with the probability of winning a game, and the mathematical expectation of the number of rallies, which are known e.g. from (Newton at al. 2009 ) and (Madurska 2012) , we constructed formulas for the probability of break point occurrence as well as for the mathematical expectation of the number of break points within a game. Because the newly proposed rules require new formulas, we gave the mathematical thinking (derivation), which leads to them. Models with one variable are analyzed for the full range of initial probability of winning a point, while models of two independent variables, for the sake of conciseness, are analyzed basically only for 'real world' data, only for the ATP Top-200 data range.
Real and potential rules of a tennis game
A real tennis game, i.e. a game under the current rules continues until one of the players wins four points but with a positive difference of at least two points. We do not intend to change this. We introduce a number of possible tennis games, represented in Figure 1 , where the order of serves is subject to change (with the exception of the last row).
The player who serves first is called F. The other player's name is S, like first and second. The first three rows in the figure ( deuce games) are necessary only for the study of the 'deuce' situation, i.e. the situation that after 6 points the game progresses into a 3 to 3, deuce state. A-type deuce describes the real tennis; F serves all the time. Bj(1) and Bj(2) are two possible different modifications: both players serve in the order indicated by the Figure 1 . In a real game, the two Bj systems might not be identical, but in the mathematical model, because the outcome of rallies is assumed to be independent events ( in the sense of theory of probability), and because deuce-type games might be over only in even number of points played, Bj(1) and Bj (2) give exactly the same model answer. We remark that the break point loses its concept and importance here, and we shall not calculate it.
The arrows, both pointing down and up, in Figure 1 , indicate all the possible end points of a game. The upper line with certain combination of letters F and S indicates the shortest repeating unit.
The T-type in the fourth row is the real, existing tennis game. B(1) and B(2) type tennis games are equivalent in the same sense as it was explained at Bj(1) and Bj(2) deuce-type, but now, this is true in a less self-evident way; the game might end either with an even number of points or in five points (with the score of 4:1) and in the latter case F gave three services in both versions (that would not be the case at 4:3).
C-type game reflects our major idea. Here we wish to balance the server's advantage in a T-type game, to some extent. Here and only here ( in the seventh row) S does not mean that player S serves, but the idea is, that after a certain number of points played, F should not be allowed to give a second serve (in case of a first service fault), and as a consequence, now F has a lower chance to win the point. Again from a mathematical model point of view, this is just a reduced (just a different) chance to win the point (as if the other player would serve). The shape of this C-type, in which F has exactly three positive opportunities (sequence F,F,F,S,S,S,S,S,...) will be explained later. Three letter F will be introduced not arbitrarily, but as a result of model estimation based on real ATP data.
For the sake of completeness, we mention a further possibility, that player F has a limited, x number of points ( say x= 2,3 4..), occasions to commit a first service fault (i.e. give a second one in case of a fault). This would create a situation similar to the umpire challenging system from the player's side. Mathematical study of the effect of such a rule is fairly possible, but we do not recommend this, because it would be practically less feasible ( as the " player has two challenges remaining" statement from the chair umpire is somewhat awkward at ATP and WTA tennis).
Model answer for different games
All the different games will be considered as a Markov process. Rallies are independent, identically distributed, and basic probabilities are given as P(player F wins a rally when he serves) = F p ( F p also marked by p in case only F serves during the game).
P(player F wins a rally when S serves) = S p . Please note that while S is serving , the probability is still considered from the position of player F. We put
Notations are collected at the end of the paper.
Deuce-type section
These cases (first three rows of Figure 1 ) are necessary to resolve the deuce situation, and their separate calculation is justified, because the results will be used during calculation of the more complete cases ( rows from 4 to 7 of Fig. 1 ).
At A-type model, the game has 5 different states, as on (a) part of Figure 2 , and, before the first rally, the 0 state (0:0, love all state) is a certain event. In each consecutive step (point) the state moves to the left by probability p or to the right by probability p q   1 . In the third row either the game is over (with 2 p probability in favor of F and 2 q of S) or it goes back to the 0 state, so for the total probability of player F winning the game, using the sum for a geometrical series, one can write 
The chance for S to win the game is given when p substituted by q (and q by p 
At calculating the mathematical expectation of the number of points played, one considers that the game might be over only in 2, 4, 6... points. Introducing temporary notations 
When calculating the mathematical expectation of the number of break points during the A-type game, we must add up the probabilities of all the break points, because either the break situation directly continues with the final state (-2) or with a certain (reduced) probability it leads to a new break point: 
Bj-type deuce model is simpler to calculate for the Bj(1)-type. Here the game returns in two points to the deuce situation with a probability of
and F wins in two points with a probability of S F p p , so the total chance for winning the game by F can be written as
,which is evidently a generalization of (1). Similarly to the derivation of (3), for Bj-type mathematical expectation we got
Formula (5) has several properties worth mentioning
(7a) expresses the indifference of the order of serves for this type of game; (7b) easily checked by (6) but its meaning is less evident. It can be interpreted as fifty-fifty points are good only to add a point to the better player's score. (7c) describes , that one of the players' win is a certain event; (7d) is the situation, where both players have the same chance of winning the point and so winning the game. A further property is that (5) has a singularity at point 
Complete games
The fact that real tennis , T-type and hypothetical B and C types are played at least up to four points does not represent any further mathematical difficulties other than rigorous calculations. Figure 3 shows the Markov process, and for example when calculating the chances for player F to win the game, one has only to sum up the individual favorable end states and the already obtained deuce formula (1) multiplied by the probability of the occurrence of this state 
For the B-type game the break point concept loses its original meaning, so we calculate only the formula for the main probability (F wins the game), and the number of rallies. 3  3  3  3  2  2  2  2   2  3  2  3  1  2  2   2  2  3  2  2   9  9   3  6 2 2 ) , ( (12) Since we get results for the B and C type models in the form of ratio of polynomials, which formally contains four variables, but only two of them are independent, so for the sake of compactness, we introduce 'mini-algebra' in the form of 
Now, we may express (12) in this new form
In this style, formula for the mathematical expectation For the C-type game ( which will be justified later on) we calculate all the four quantities, because this model represents our main conclusion. We arrived at
Analysis of the models
On the one hand, the models belonging to different rules are compared to each other, on the other hand, the models are checked against ATP Top-200 ( top 200 players of the period Jan.1991-Dec. 2016) statistics.
Comparison of different rules
Let us first see the consequence of the 'at least four points' addition to the 'with two difference' rule, i.e. let us compare A and T-type games.
In Figure 4 the graphs of formulas (1), (2), (8) and (9) when S has good chances, then with the four-points-rule S is more likely to avoid the unlucky situation, when F wins too quickly, rather than S would win necessarily through a break point.
In Figure 5 the graphs of formulas (3), (4), (10) and (11) (Feller 1971) and (Szigeti at al. 2017 ).
For the Bj and B -type model we have two independent variables. We found that for a relatively large set of parameters ) , ( S F p p , the game-winning probability of F is a strong function (i.e. nearly constant function) of the not too large difference in chances for point-winning of the two players.
The order of service is indifferent, so it is enough to study the case, when can see that the chance of a break point, the average number of rallies and break points become nonnegligibly higher. The new game is predicted to be somewhat longer.
In our view, the current high predictability of the game as part of the set is necessarily subject to modification in the not far future. Calculations of this paper prove that a relatively small change in the rules can help to solve the problem. The proposed rule needs, of course, practical checking in some experimental competitions. There is no need to change the setting of the height of the net, or play with balls with different properties (like heavier or less bouncy) or adjusting the hardness of the playing surface. Of course for some of the players, those with huge first serve, the modification is harmful, while for some others it could be beneficial. However, the proposal altogether has a conservative character. Probably, the proposed change creates less perturbation in tennis at other different levels (WTA, juniors, etc.).
Conclusion
The Markov chain model of tennis reliably describes the outcome of a tennis game, and so it is suitable to study the effects of possible different rules for the game. Overwhelming advantage of the server, at least in top ATP tennis is a negative development primarily for the audience, but to some extent perhaps to players as well. Detailed analysis here supports, that the proposed simple and conservative change in the rules, namely, that a second serve ( in case of a first serve fault) is to be allowed only at the first three points is a remedy of the problem.
NOTATION
F and S name of the two players, F serves first, S serves second (S also means Single serve in case of a C-type game)
A, T, Bj ( Bj(1) and Bj (2) 
